CASE STUDY

Enhancing employee
experience and minimizing
the chain of work using
ServiceNow

About
The Customer

Our Customer is part of the bio-economy and a leading global

Business Scenario

Our customer’s employee on-boarding process was time-consuming

provider of renewable solutions in packaging, bio-materials, wooden
constructions and paper.

where employee duplication in AD was prevalent. The workflow
to create an AD account was long and had to pass multiple layers
of manual scrutiny. This multiple layers reduced the employee
productivity and increased workflow.
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Challenges:

The Need

• Integrating Via REST API

The customer’s employee onboarding process was done manually.

with Jenkins
• Reducing the cost of
Integration
• Reduce Record Duplication

The HR allocated for the employee had to raise an Active Directory
request manually through an email. The HR manager approves the
request manually but the traceability of the process was poor. If the
request was approved, the mail is sent to AD group mailbox.

• Reduce Workflow &
increase productivity
• Security and authentication
concerns in Integration
process

The creation of a record in AD was done manually by the employees
working in AD. Sometimes, it was confusing for these employees
to which AD request was taken up by whom. This manual work
for processing information in active directory consumed more
bandwidth and manual entries paved way for duplication of records.

Use Case
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Solution:

Aspire's Solution

• Whole System is processed

The Active Directory record creation was considered as a single

as a Request Item making

request which reduced the duplicity and redundancy in employee

the records in Active

records. After the introduction of ServiceNow, the end-to-end

Directory well organized.

process was automated. The integration of ServiceNow and Jenkins

• Duplication of records are

was authored to avoid duplication.

made impossible having
only unique value will be
checked within the system.
• Monitoring Server Progress
within the ServiceNow
Dashboard.

Solution in Detail:

• REST Application Package was used rather than the usage of
Orchestration for communicating with JUMP server (Jenkins
Server)

• Record duplication is reduced by having a bilateral communication
between Jump Servers and Jenkins, and Rest API and ServiceNow.

Results:
• Quick and easy User
Onboarding process
through the new system.

• User Onboarding was made possible from a single system of
record in Active Directory

• SSL Certificate enabled within all systems to have the URL changed
from HTTP to HTTP Secure (HTTPS)

• The existing records
are integrated through
Jenkins giving more
visibility in records.
• 39% reduction in cost.
• 240 work hours saved per
month.
• 61% increase in
productivity of employees.
• Better Security and
authentication with new
system.
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Benefits

• Secured integration with SSL certification.
• Drastic reduction in cost using REST Application Package
• Single User Management for all the Employees
• Increased Productivity of employee and HR managers
• Radical reduction in time consumption
• Well defined workflows and better understanding of the process
for all the stakeholders
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Aspire Systems is a global technology services firm serving as a trusted
technology partner for our customers. We work with some of the world’s most
innovative enterprises and independent software vendors, helping them leverage
technology and outsourcing in our specific areas of expertise. Our core philosophy
of “Attention. Always.” communicates our belief in lavishing care and attention on
our customer and employees.

For more info contact: info@aspiresys.com or visit www.aspiresys.com
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